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To celebrate World Egg Day, Alltech went in search of some
fascinating egg facts. Here are a dozen “egg”cellent facts:

Older birds lay bigger eggs,
which often means weaker
egg shells. Can producers
minimize this natural
phenomenon and get more
eggs to market? Dr. Raj
Kasula has worked in poultry
science for decades, recently
spearheading a modern
version of layer nutrition
software. He joins us with
his take on today's poultry
challenges and tomorrow's
solutions....

Worldwide, approximately 1.2 trillion eggs are produced for eating every
year. The average person consumes 173 eggs a year.
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hen lays 300 to 325 eggsAre
a year.

To produce an egg, it takes a hen 24-26 hours.
Egg yolks are a good source of natural vitamin D.
A large egg contains only 70 calories and 5 grams of fat.
Yolk color purely depends on the diet of the hen.
Eggs provide the highest quality protein, which is necessary to help
maintain muscle function and slow the rate of muscle loss.
To tell if an egg is raw or hard, spin it! If the egg spins easily, it is cooked.
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A presidential poultry
pardon
(/blog/presidentialpoultry-pardon)
Two lucky turkeys get a free
presidential pass every
Thanksgiving as a bene t of
this time-honored tradition....

If it wobbles, it is raw.
Eggs age more in one day at room temperature than in one week in a
refrigerator.
As a hen grows older, it produces larger eggs.
The hundred folds in a chef's toque (that tall, pleated hat) represent the
hundred ways to cook an egg.
Egg protein has the perfect amount of amino acids needed by humans to
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Scaletti and Murphy:
Less is more with
Be sure to scramble, boil, fry or poach an egg today and join us
organic trace minerals
in celebrating World Egg Day!
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minerals)
build tissues. It is second only to mother’s milk for human nutrition.

Twenty years' worth of
research demonstrates that
organic trace minerals are
far superior to inorganic
sources. So why do
nutritionists continue to
incorporate inorganic
minerals into the feed? Are
the perceived cost savings
only short-term? What about
the overall productivity of the
herd? Dr. Richard Murphy
and Dr. Roger Scaletti
discuss how a...
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